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A huge market is emerging around sustainability backed by
governments, society, as well as public and private investments
Key drivers in the sustainability market
• Today, a major part of German insurance companies is dealing with the downside
they are facing from sustainability transformation e.g. claims due to climate risks or
the fulfilment of hygiene factors such as becoming carbon-neutral
• Without a doubt, these are important and necessary steps that still should not hide
the upside. Considering the investments flowing in the sustainability market insurers
should ask themselves “How can I participate?”
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Today, most insurers are missing to realize opportunities in the
sustainability market, being too busy to deal with the downside
Areas for participation
Industry activity and monetization potential of climate change-related measures1)

Value-added services
Discounts on the use of
climate-friendly technologies
Insurance products for new
markets e.g. biogas or geotermy
Reduction of the
CO2 footprint

high

Industry activities

low

Consulting services

Sustainability reporting
Digital policies
Digital communication

Smart-Repair

Three levers for participation
Hygiene factors
1
• Activities to optimize the own climate performance have a high
industry penetration and become standard for insurers
• These measures are “must-haves” that build up the foundation
for an ESG strategy but are rather difficult to monetize

Core business
• Participation on the increasing demand for risk coverage in
industries e.g. renewable energies or for ESG investments
• Potential for profitability is limited by growing competition
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Insurance products for
photovoltaics and wind
ESG and impact
investing

Employee training

low

high

Added Services
3
• Entrance in new markets (e.g. new technologies) have high
upside potentials but come with uncertainty which can be
reduced through individual core competencies and capabilities
• New services (e.g. risk related consulting services) can be
monetized in excising customer groups

Potential for monetarization
Hedging downside risks
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Aiming for upside potential
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To participate in the growing market, firstly, insurers need to fulfill new
regulatory and social requirements as hygiene factors

1

Hygiene factors

Government

Society

and regulatory

and demand

Analyze implications of regulatory requirements

Learn from other industries and anticipate changes

• What are the requirements I must fulfill (see hint)?

• What are the industries affected first and what are the players
success factors?

• How are those requirements aligned with my value and what do I
want my brand to stand for?

• What will my customers expect from me?

Develop and implement a strategy to address both governmental and society requirements which brings you ahead of
the follower role. Become clear about your own values, your climate efficiency and your aspired brand position
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Hint: See also Finding a sustainable path through the ESG jungle for more information about regulation and client demand
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Secondly, use your capabilities and align your core business to the
demand by addressing new risks, customer groups and technologies
Core business
Climate scenarios1)
Extreme
weather

2
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Reaching planetary
boundaries

Rapid sea level rise
and crop failure
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•• Existing
Existing customer
customer groups
groups across
across all
all industries
industries will
will ask
ask for
for hedging
hedging
environmental
risks
environmental risks
•• Identifying
Identifying your
your core
core capabilities
capabilities to
to match
match those
those to
to the
the market
market and
and developing
developing
new
solutions
offers
growth
opportunities
in
current
customer
portfolios
new solutions offers growth opportunities in current customer portfolios and
and for
new
customers
for new
customers
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•• The
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for
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•• Growth
Growth fields
fields should
should be
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identified, evaluated
evaluated and
and targets
targets set
set accordingly

Sources: 1) Climate Action Tracker, 2020 2) Bundesnetzagentur, 2021
Hint: See also ESG professional Services and Sustainable impact made real for affected industries and upcoming new services
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Thirdly, extend your service offerings along your core capabilities and
consider strategic collaborations and acquisitions
Added services
Reduction of environmental risks
Extension of service offerings

3

The upside:
• Today insurers are often limiting themselves to their core
business
• With a higher extension of service offerings, the potential value
creation for customers and, therefore, the own participation in a
fast-growing market, increases
• The further the movement away from the core business, the
greater the uncertainty and complexity
Therefore:
• Define what role you want to play in the environmental market
and derive a capability driven strategy which reduces risk
resulting from uncertainty
• Identify opportunities for strategic cooperation's or acquisitions
of service providers

Insurance
services
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Preventive
advisory

Added
services

Ecosystem
participation

ESG-related
risk

Hint: See also The Capabilities Assessment Tool for reflecting on your core capabilities

• Use your current customer base to scale the value creation of
acquisitions
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Example of an approach for participating in opportunities in the
emerging E(SG) market along 6 steps and the previous defined levers
Example extract

1
2
3
4
5
6

Address hygiene
factors
Set up
ESG Team
Analyze customer
base and market
Define ESG
target ambition
Develop upside
strategy
Implement and
monetarize strategy
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• Visualize regulatory milestones and connect measures to those as quickly as possible
• Extend products by compensation modules and promote a sustainable claims management
• Set up a Team to plan, control and implement ESG related measures
• Start discussions about the implications of ESG and take all employees with you on your journey
• Identify your main customer groups and understand what ESG related risks they are facing
• Create business cases to support their risk management based on your core competencies
• Set your strategic ambition in the emerging ESG market
• Sketch guidelines for the strategy development and think about your adapted brand identity
• Elaborate a holistic ESG strategy based on core strengths’ and define a measures roadmap
• Reallocate resources and consider acquisitions where competencies are missing

• Implement the roadmap with a collaborative change management approach
• Promote your positioning an achieving's and monetarize new offerings
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Hedge the downside of
ESG-related risks as soon
as possible but do not
forget to address the
upside at the same time. It
is an and but no either.”
Tim Braasch
Partner, Strategy&
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Thank you
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